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1. Executive Summary 
 

• This interim business plan has been produced to support Kinloch Castle Friends 
Association's (KCFA) request for asset transfer of the castle from the current owners, 
Scottish Natural Heritage (SNH), who have no further operational need for the Castle and 
no resources to maintain it. 

• Part of the accommodation within the castle was previously run as hostel facilities, but 
the hostel closed in 2013, and the castle has been unoccupied since then, with only 
seasonal museum tours taking place.  Since 2013 the building has deteriorated 
significantly. 

• This business plan builds on numerous previous studies, in particular the Prince's 
Regeneration Trust study of 2014 and the April 2016 Savills report. 

• KCFA is currently established as a registered charity, but recognises that, to be eligible for 
asset transfer, it needs to set up a different governance model, e.g. a Scottish Charitable 
Incorporated Organisation or similar.  Legal advice is being sought on the most 
appropriate future structure. 

• A recent report to KCFA by Smith & Garratt, surveyors with expertise in heritage projects, 
estimates the total cost of restoration of the castle at £7.88 million. 

• There is a clear lack of sufficient indoor accommodation on Rum, in particular a lack of 
accommodation for large groups of students, and also bedrooms suitable for families.  
This has been highlighted in previous reports and is supported by unmet demand figures 
collected by the manager of the existing 20-bed bunkhouse on the island. 

• Numbers of tourists visiting Scotland, and the Highland area in particular, are rising, and 
this increase is likely to continue. 

• KCFA plans involve a phased programme of works to the castle, the first phase being to 
address urgent building works and also works to enable Castle Rooms to re-open with 
initially 14 double bedrooms.  In recognition of the need for upfront funding to enable 
KCFA to undertake the first phase, SNH are working on a package of funding to accompany 
asset transfer. 

• The plan is to have Castle Rooms up-and-running and generating income from Easter 
2019, including bistro and bar facilities. 

• It is proposed to apply for a Heritage Lottery Fund Heritage Enterprise grant to enable the 
second phase of the works to be undertaken.  The second phase will comprise further 
structural repairs to the castle building and restoration of the "museum" rooms.  Other 
sources of funding will also be investigated. 

• Following successful completion of the second phase, it will be possible to market events, 
such as celebrations, weddings and parties.  Initial marketing of the first phase will focus 
on Rum's abundant wildlife, remoteness and natural attractions. 

• Projections of recurring costs and estimated income show a very small profit in the first 
year of operation, rising to just over £10K in the 2nd year and £245K in the 3rd year with 
the availability of an additional 10 rooms, including 3 de-luxe rooms. 
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• Beneficiaries of the project are principally the local community (through employment 
opportunities, increase in population, increased number of visitors to the island, and 
subsidiary business opportunities), and also educational and other groups and individuals 
visiting the Small Isles. 
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2. Project Background 
 

2.1 Kinloch Castle 
Kinloch Castle is a Category-A listed building situated on the Hebridean island of Rum.  The 
castle, built in 1897, is a monument to late Victorian/early Edwardian craftsmanship, 
constructed to exacting standards and furnished in the style of the times.  Its contents, 
comprising artefacts assembled from around the world, are still located within the castle, 
making it a national treasure.  The castle has been called the most complete example of an 
Edwardian shooting lodge that there is, with the exception of Balmoral.  The very rare 
Orchestrion, the highlight for many people, is in dire need of restoration. 
 
The castle has previously been run as an upmarket hotel, with hostel facilities, bistro 
catering, and offering museum tours round the opulently furnished rooms.  More recently it 
was run as a hostel and bistro, with bar facilities.  However, these were closed in 2013, and 
the building is now unoccupied, although seasonal tours of the museum rooms are available 
to visitors.    
 
The castle was acquired by Nature Conservancy in 1957 with the commitment to "maintain 
the castle so far as might be practicable to do so in the circumstances".  The building is 
currently owned by Scottish Natural Heritage (SNH), who have stated that the organisation 
has no further operational need for the property.  Despite considerable sums spent by SNH 
to address the most serious issues, the condition of the building has deteriorated and will 
continue to do so without significant investment.  The castle has been on the Buildings at 
Risk register since 2004. 

 

2.2 Island of Rum 
Rum is a fragile remote island community, currently numbering around 30 people (from a 
high of 42 a few years ago), and is considerably dependent on tourism.  The island is a 
National Nature Reserve (NNR), mostly owned by Scottish Natural Heritage, although the 
houses in the village of Kinloch and its environs are owned by the Isle of Rum Community 
Trust (IRCT). 
 
Marine Harvest has recently been granted planning permission for a fish farm development, 
which will boost the population, and add considerably to the infrastructure of the island.  In 
particular, this will involve the introduction of four new specially-commissioned boats, and 
the construction of new housing for 10 workers, including an accommodation block, with an 
earliest completion date of January 2019.  Farm production is planned to start in August 
2018.  Marine Harvest has also agreed to support the infrastructure and construction for four 
new social houses planned by IRCT which are to be built along with the fish farm workers 
houses. 
 
There is much on the island of archaeological, historical and natural heritage importance.  
Archaeological excavations have uncovered the remains of some of the earliest human 
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activity in Scotland, as well as signs of Bronze and Iron Age settlements.  The drama of the 
island's landscape is recognised by its inclusion in the Small Isles Natural Scenic Area.  The 
international importance of its natural heritage is demonstrated by a host of designations, 
including National Nature Reserve, Special Protection Area for Birds, and Site of Special 
Scientific Interest. 
 
Tourist attractions include Rum's unique wildlife and landscapes, beautiful deserted 
beaches, remains of black houses, old graveyards, carved crosses, and lazybeds, former 
cultivation of fertile land lying at the mouths of major glens.  Rum's range of Cuillin peaks, 
the shattered remnants of a great volcano, make the island a magnet for both geologists and 
walkers.  The island is famous for its Manx shearwaters, attracting a considerable number of 
birdwatchers.  The large deer population around the ancient settlement of Kilmory, which 
has been the subject of research by students over many years, is also an attraction for 
stalking parties for whom there is a shortage of suitable accommodation.  The annual red 
deer cull on the island is undertaken in part by private enterprise though the logistics are 
hampered by a shortage of suitable accommodation. 
 
However, despite the numerous attractions for tourists, the island lacks the infrastructure 
necessary to cater for a wide range of visitors of differing ages and backgrounds.  Specifically, 
there is a need to provide: 

• additional and more flexible accommodation to supplement the small number of beds 
available in dormitory facilities in the existing bunkhouse, and a small (two letting 
bedrooms) but very well-appointed B&B 

• residential accommodation to address the severe shortage on the island 

• accommodation for large parties, e.g. students and researchers wishing to study the 
unique geology of the island as well as the interesting flora and fauna 

• accommodation for family groups with young children 

• additional catering facilities to provide refreshments, snacks and meals for both the local 
community and for visitors, including yachts-people and parties visiting the island from 
an increasing number of cruise ships 

• study space for students and researchers 

• provision of comfortable indoor bar facilities 
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2.3 Isle of Rum Community Trust (IRCT) 
The Isle of Rum Community Trust was established in 2007 to acquire and manage land and 
buildings from SNH for the island community. The three stated aims of the Trust are: 
• to manage community land and associated assets for the benefit of the community and 

the public in general as an important part of the protection and sustainable 
development of Scotland’s natural environment 

• to advance the education of the community about its environment, culture and/or 
history 

• to promote for the public benefit rural regeneration, following principles of sustainable 
development in areas of social and economic deprivation within the community by the 
provision of housing for those who are in conditions of need and the improvement of 
housing in the public sector or in charitable ownership provided that such power shall 
not extend to relieving any local authorities or other bodies of a statutory duty to 
provide or improve housing 
 

The first part of a two-phase transfer from SNH to the Community Trust was completed in 
February 2009 and in April 2010 SNH transferred the remaining assets completing a second 
phase. IRCT now have community ownership of approximately 100 hectares of mixed land, 
around 40ha of which is croft land on which three crofts are currently let, 11 domestic 
properties and 8 non-domestic properties in and around Kinloch village. The Trust also owns 
a small, 20 bed Bunkhouse which they raised funds for and built in 2014, and two small 
wigwam, glamping pods.  
 
The Trust is made up of a board of directors (currently 7 individuals) from both on and off 
island and from a range of different backgrounds. These individuals all volunteer their time 
and expertise for the benefit of the community. 
 
IRCT have shown a clear appreciation of the need to move the community forward in a 
realistic and positive direction if they are to fulfil the Trust’s vision and to stabilise and 
regenerate the village of Kinloch. In pursuit of this goal, IRCT have established a track record 
of successfully working in partnership with other groups and organisations who have links to 
Rum and with their neighbours on the island. Key amongst these partnerships is that with 
Scottish Natural Heritage. SNH, as well as being the principal land owners on the island, 
provide power for the village and support the Trust in providing a water supply, maintaining 
the road network and other shared tasks in the village from cleaning septic tanks to sharing 
costs of trades people visiting the island.  Similarly, IRCT have established essential 
partnerships with KCFA and other organisations such as HES, FCS and HC to help move the 
village forward into the 21stC. An excellent example of the Trust and the community’s 
willingness to embrace innovative change on Rum is their commitment, following over 3 
years of consultation and joint planning work, to securing the development of a major fish 
farm off the island and associated major infrastructure, social and economic benefits (as 
noted above) for the village of Kinloch.  
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Rum Enterprise Ltd is the trading subsidiary of IRCT and began trading in October 2014. The 
company carries out the non-charitable trading activities of the charity, principal amongst 
these is the operation of the community bunkhouse, campsite and cabins.  

 

2.4 Future for the Rum Community 
A combination of the IRCT activities and plans for additional housing, and the infrastructure 
improvements linked to the Marine Harvest fish farm development, will increase the 
population and viability of the community on Rum.  A viable community is closely linked to 
the future of the castle, the uses it is put to, and its potential to provide affordable 
accommodation, delivery of tourist related activities and employment. 

 

2.5 Previous Studies 
There have been a considerable number of studies and research undertaken on the castle 
building, notably the Prince's Regeneration Trust study of 2014 which followed on from the 
Options Appraisal of 2013, and the April 2016 feasibility report by Savills, a recent report and 
a very comprehensive document.  These reports and some previous ones are listed in 
Appendix 1.  An important recent addition to these studies is the report on a survey 
undertaken in late February 2018 by Hugh Garratt of Smith and Garratt, a surveyor 
specialising in heritage projects. 
 
The Savills report comments that the previous reports have clearly demonstrated that the 
heritage status and collection merit are indisputable, and lists the following key conclusions 
of previous reports as follows: 

• Accommodation of various types is urgently needed on the island. Thus there needs to be 
a focus on how the castle can be used primarily for visitor accommodation, but also to 
assist with the needs of a developing community. 

• A dedicated trust may be the appropriate vehicle for managing and operating the 
building.  There is a necessity for ensuring that this vehicle is properly set up, is effectively 
overseen/supported and that there is an appropriate exit strategy should such a trust 
become unviable. 

• The castle is an important focus for visitors. Thus it is critical to restore the castle and 
identify a sustainable use so that it remains a focus for visitors and is held in trust for 
future generations, not just for the Isle of Rum, but also for the Small Isles and adjacent 
areas. 

• The castle should demonstrate its previous Edwardian grandeur. Therefore key areas of 
the castle should be retained as a museum accessible by visitors and parts of the building 
should be usable for events. 
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The Savills report (Executive Summary) concludes with the following statements: 
 
"There are a wide range of risks associated with achieving the objective of a restored and 
viable castle but the option of "doing nothing" could have significant negative socio-economic 
effects on the island and wider area. 
 
The overriding objective must be to achieve a sustainable solution for the castle and this can 
only be done by ensuring that everyone including all stakeholders involved in the project 
remain totally focussed on a successful outcome and are fully aware of the consequences of 
failure.  The cost of failure to the island and wider community, the present custodian, the 
public sector, central government and all other stakeholders is likely to be considerably 
more than the cost of success." 

  
Both the Prince's Regeneration Trust study of 2014 and the 2016 Savills report focused on 
provision of a range of luxury and high-standard self-catering and catered accommodation 
options, returning the building close to its original use as a sumptuous Scottish lodge for 
events, parties and celebrations.  The target market identified in the Savills report were 
individuals and parties who recognised the value of services offered and were prepared to 
pay a premium price for them. 
 
Previous studies, unlike the KCFA proposals, intended the restoration to be completed in 
entirety before any income could be generated. 
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3. Organisation Summary 
 

3.1 Kinloch Castle Friends Association (KCFA) 
KCFA was formed in 1996, as a result of public concern over the future of the castle.  The 
purpose of the Association is, for the benefit of the public, to advance education and restore, 
preserve and improve Kinloch Castle including its furnishings and fitments.  The Association 
is a registered charity (SC030201) and comprises approximately 100 members.  It is difficult 
to provide an exact figure for the number of members, as the Association has family 
memberships.  Members hail from throughout the UK and also overseas.  Regular work 
parties are held on the island to undertake projects agreed with SNH. The organisation's 
constitution is set out in Appendix 2. 
 
The Association is committed to working in partnership with the Isle of Rum Community 
Trust (IRCT) as the body representing the local community, individuals and organisations and 
with SNH, as custodians of the island. 
 
The members of the organisation are diverse, in background, age and in geographical 
location, united by the belief that Kinloch Castle, a largely intact example of pre-war 
opulence, complete with original contents, is worth preserving for the enlightenment and 
enjoyment of future generations.  The Association believes that a restored fully working 
castle is a key component in the rejuvenation of the island community.  
 
The Association is chaired by Professor Ewan Macdonald OBE, a native of Fort William and 
Uist, currently based in Glasgow University, specialising in Occupational Medicine.  Ewan has 
had leadership roles in the public, professional and business sectors, nationally and 
internationally, and has a proven track record as a social entrepreneur.  He is a director of 
the Isle of Rum Community Trust, thus providing an essential link between KCFA and IRCT.  
KCFA comprises among its members many individuals with senior management experience 
in both public and private sector organisations.  Specifically, the working group of the 
Association driving the asset transfer has members with the following experience/skills: 

• finance (a retired chief auditor working in a large commercial organisation) 

• project management 

• marketing 

• building surveyor  

• librarian/archivist 
 
As currently constituted, KCFA represents a “community of interest”, acting on behalf of the 
following: 

• the local community 

• the public wishing to visit the West Highlands and the Small Isles 

• students wishing to learn more about the environment, geology, archaeology, and 
history of Rum and wider environs, and University lecturers undertaking research 

• professional groups such as geologists, botanists etc 
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3.2 Future Governance Structure 
It is recognised that a suitable governance structure requires to be established to take 
forward the project, and some form of charitable social enterprise model is envisaged, e.g. 
a Scottish Charitable Incorporated Organisation (SCIO), or a community benefit society.  
Involvement of IRCT is regarded as essential for the success of the project.  It is our intention 
to work closely with the community so that the community of interest and the community 
of place are conjoined by involving IRCT to a much greater degree, then funding applications 
are likely to be viewed more favourably than if they were submitted by a group constituting 
a "community of interest". 
 
In the long term, it is envisaged that the local community would have a key role in 
determining the future of the Castle.  
 
Legal advice is currently being sought on alternative governance models, and also on the 
potential involvement of IRCT.  
 

3.3 Management Arrangements for the Restoration Project 
It is envisaged that the controlling organisation e.g. SCIO, will establish a building company to 
be the main contractor for the restoration and heritage work. This company will operate to 
the standards determined by the project manager who will be Hugh Garratt of Smith and 
Garratt Ltd. Also answering to Hugh Garratt and the building company will be an experienced 
professional site agent who has already been identified. This model is increasingly being used 
in major restoration and heritage projects as it establishes much tighter control of 
contractors, timing and costs. See appendix 3. 
 
Financial control will be of paramount importance and will be established through the 
following process. The financial director of the SCIO will have complete access to all accounts, 
both of Smith and Garratt and their contractors without prior notice. Authorisation of any 
expenditure will be required by the financial director and signed off by the SCIO Chair. 
External audit of the building company will be undertaken by an accountancy company. 
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4. Description of the Project 
 

4.1 Kinloch Castle Friends Association Proposals 
In March 2018 the Association formally applied to SNH for asset transfer of the castle and its 
immediate policies.  This followed a considerable amount of work to ensure that its 
proposals were financially viable and sustainable.  To ensure that this is the case, a “due 
diligence” exercise has been undertaken.  This has involved: 

• review of financial information available from SNH on the operation of the castle as a 
hostel over the last 3 years of its operation 

• numerous meetings with SNH to establish the extent of building and repair work 
undertaken to the fabric of the castle and that remaining to be done 

• contact with the construction companies involved to ascertain their views  

• a thorough condition survey undertaken by Hugh Garratt of Smith & Garratt, 
surveyors specialising in heritage projects, in February 2018 

  
Regular meetings continue to be held with SNH who are, in principle, supportive of the asset 
transfer proposal.  SNH's view is that KCFA offers the best opportunity for securing a 
sustainable future for the castle, and SNH is actively supporting KCFA in this objective. The 
issue of the contents has been discussed, as it is understood these cannot be the subject of 
an asset transfer process.  SNH have stated that the organisation has no intention of 
separating the building and the contents.  In submitting the asset transfer request, KCFA has 
asked for the contents to be gifted. KCFA is firmly of the view that the castle without the 
contents loses its raison d’etre. 
 
SNH has committed to addressing the issue of water ingress to the basement area of the 
castle (currently being "managed" through a system of pumping water from the basement, 
with frequent malfunctioning of the pumps and subsequent flooding of the boiler).  The 
solution to resolve the underlying problem is to install a large diameter pipe to drain water 
from the defective sump (the cause of the problem) to an adjacent watercourse.  SNH 
proposes to install this prior to asset transfer, and also to address the issue of roof vents. 
 
KCFA proposes to develop the castle as a facility offering a range of accommodation options, 
catering and bar facilities for both the local community and tourists, and to provide museum 
tours through a phased 5-year plan which is outlined in Appendix 4. 
 
In view of the evident deterioration in the fabric of the building since it ceased to be in 
operational use, KCFA favours an incremental approach to restoration.  The aim of getting 
part of the building back into use as soon as possible is key to this. 
 
The February 2018 report by Smith & Garratt, heritage surveyors, reinforces the need to get 
at least part of the building into operational use.  This report summarises the condition of 
the castle as follows: 
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"Kinloch Castle is a building at risk.  It, and its contents, are clearly deteriorating.  Inspection 
reveals seriously defective chimneys and flat roofs; critical issues with flooding, drying-out 
and condensation; and two previously unknown outbreaks of dry rot.....Unless appropriate 
works are undertaken this year, fabric of core historic interest will be lost.  If nothing is done 
for four or five years, the damage will be irretrievable; and if nothing is done in eight to ten 
years the interiors will probably be lost entirely.  Much of the trouble arises because the 
building is not in use". 
 

4.2 Proposals ‘Phase I’  
KCFA's plan is that the first phase of work would include works to the Castle Rooms (including 
the former manager's accommodation) and catering facilities, to get the Castle Rooms up-
and-running and generating income.  The aspiration would be to have work started on the 
Castle Rooms in the current calendar year.  This first phase would require early investment 
to re-establish the accommodation which was closed in 2013. 
 
The following description of works comprising the first phase assumes that the basement 
water ingress and roof vent issues (referred to in para 4.1 above) are addressed by SNH. 
 
The early component of Phase I comprises urgent building works as follows: 

• treatment of dry rot 
• replacement of failed flat roofs 
• replacement of defective slate panels 
• leadwork around roof repair areas 
• installation of new parapet and gutter overflows 
• testing of electrics 
• upgrading of fire alarm 
 

Subsequently, additional Phase I works to enable the accommodation to open include the 
following: 

• fitting of replacement boiler 
• window repairs and replacements (Castle B&B Rooms area only) 
• exterior door repairs and replacements (Castle B&B Rooms area only) 
• alteration of room layouts for Castle B&B Rooms 
• alteration of room layouts for manager's flat 
• fire safety works, including installation of new fire stair 
• fitting out of Castle B&B Rooms, including bathrooms, dining room, and bar area 
• refit and equipping of castle kitchen, prep room and store 
• equipping Castle Rooms 

 
At the end of the Phase I works, the Castle Rooms will open with bistro and bar facilities 
operational to serve meals and refreshments for residents and non-residents (the local 
community, visitors, and yachts-people).  The Castle will be operational, in use and heated.   
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The customer base for the first phase of development is very different from that envisaged 
in previous recent reports, consisting of family groups, parties of walkers, nature-lovers and 
potentially student groups. 
 

4.3 Proposals ‘Phase II’  
Phase II comprises work to enable structural repairs to the castle which have not already 
been addressed during the first phase of work, and restoration of the "museum" rooms, as 
follows: 

• removal and storage of furniture 
• window repairs and replacements 
• exterior door repairs and replacements 
• fire safety compartmentation, installation of fire doors, and upgrade of fire alarm and 

emergency lighting  
• refit of bathrooms, re-using the historic sanitary-ware 
• restoration of exterior walkway, including gutters and floors 
• restoration of formal rooms, i.e. Ball Room, Empire Room, Lady Monica's Room, Hall, 

Billiard Room and Dining Room 
• re-instatement of furnishings from storage. 
 

At the same time as the Phase II works are in progress, marketing efforts will be directed 
towards the offering of events, such as celebrations, weddings and parties.  The castle and 
environs lend themselves naturally to being a venue for study groups/holidays on a wide 
variety of subjects including photography, art, music, wildlife, geology etc.  During the work 
it will not be possible to conduct museum tours.   
 
At the conclusion of Phase II, the museum tours will be re-instated, and some of the formal 
rooms will start to be used for events.  The Phase II works will enable the castle to be 
marketed to a different audience than that for the B&B accommodation, thus providing a far 
greater range of accommodation options than currently exist.  The accommodation will also 
lend itself to being an attractive venue for schoolchildren, some from inner city areas, to 
experience outdoor activities and to learn about heritage. 
 

4.4 Proposals ‘Phase III’ 
The further proposals described in the following paragraphs are not costed as part of the 
business plan, as it is intended that separate sources of funding be sought for them.  Whilst 
described as "Phase III", it may be that some are implemented prior to the full restoration of 
the castle.  The timing of the implementation of these proposals will depend on the 
availability of funding. 
 

4.4.1 Orchestrion 
The Orchestrion, contained within the castle, is essentially an organ driven by an electric 
motor that plays perforated card rolls.  It produces a sound similar to a full orchestra or 
band, and is a delight for visitors.  The instrument was constructed by Imhof and Muckle 
of Vohrenbach near Baden in the Black Forest in or around 1900.  It was allegedly built 
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for Queen Victoria who planned to have it installed in Balmoral Castle, but she died before 
it was complete. 

 
The Orchestrion is in dire need of repair, and it is planned to seek funding for this to be 
done. 

 
4.4.2 Grounds and Gardens 
The castle had a grand garden surrounding it, for which 250,000 tons of soil were 
imported.  A walled garden and greenhouses were constructed, water features, bridges 
and appropriate ornaments were installed. 

 
It is intended to restore the grounds and gardens.  Specifically: 

• restoration of the walled garden and hothouses, similar to a project at Heligan near 
St Austell in Cornwall, where historic gardens lost under a tangle of weeds were fully 
restored, mainly with volunteer labour 

• restoration of the Japanese gardens and repair of the red bridge 

• clear rhododendron from the woodlands, cut down dangerous trees, and create a 
woodland walk with benches and outdoor sculptures 

• creation of a sensory garden for those with sight or hearing challenges 

• upgrade footpaths for easier wheelchair access 

• use of garden to grow organic food, and cultivate flowers/plants for sale, especially 
the native carnivorous plants 

 
It is planned to do this by encouraging agricultural and horticultural colleges to take part 
in the grounds restoration, and by using a combination of volunteers and paid work 
placements, prioritising those from less privileged backgrounds.  A "sculptor in residence" 
could be offered board for a number of weeks/months to produce sculptures for the 
grounds, and possibly extending further into the island to create a trail for visitors to 
follow. 

 
4.4.3 Gazebo and Squash Courts 
The grounds also contain a Gazebo, a Category-B listed building, which is in a semi-ruinous 
state.  It is intended to restore the Gazebo, as well as the former squash court which is 
also located within the grounds. 
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5. Strategic Context 
 

5.1 Tourism 
A number of factors combine to influence consumers over choice of locations to visit, either 
for a long or short haul break.  These include: the desire to escape from fast-paced living, by 
taking a break in a rural location with stunning scenery; uncertainties over Brexit, including 
the impact on the exchange rate; and security and safety concerns in the wake of terrorist 
atrocities. 
 
Visit Scotland publications on tourism provide the figures set out in the table below for 2015 
and 2016 on tourist visits and number of bed nights spent in the Highlands (no further 
breakdown geographically, nor comparable figures for 2017, are available to date). 
 

 2015 2016 

Tourist trips (000s) 2,350 2,451 

Bed nights (000s)  10,173 11,893 
 

This is a significant increase in overnight tourist accommodation requirements in one year 
for the Highland area. 
 
In early April 2018, the Scottish Government, with its agencies Scottish Enterprise and Visit 
Scotland, launched the Scotland is Now campaign with the aim of boosting the Scottish 
economy by increasing visitor numbers and stimulating business investment. 
 
In this context, it is likely that Scotland, and the Highland area, will continue to see tourist 
numbers increase. 
 
The success of Skye and North Coast 500 as tourist destinations in 2017 led to difficulties 
experienced with increased volumes of traffic to areas struggling to meet capacity demands, 
leading to an adverse impact on the environment for both locals and tourists.  As peace and 
tranquillity are important to many of the tourists visiting these locations, the most popular 
attractions do not necessarily provide the best experience.  A "hidden gem" such as Rum, if 
sufficient accommodation were available, could provide an ideal setting to "get away from 
it all".  There is a clear opportunity here to collaborate with Visit Scotland and other 
organisations to divert tourists to less well-known destinations such as Rum.  This would 
have the following advantages: 
• combat over-crowding in the tourist "hot spots" 
• tackle capacity issues 
• address the balance of tourism 
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5.2 Accommodation Options on Rum 
Currently accommodation options on Rum for tourists comprise the following: 
• two bothies, both a long walk from the ferry terminal 
• campsite (often muddy and/or plagued with midges) 
• camping pods 
• a "gypsy" caravan which can be rented 
• a bunkhouse with space for 20 people, mainly in dormitory style accommodation with  

top bunks very close to the room ceilings 
• a very well-appointed B&B with 2 letting bedrooms 
 
The Rum Visitor Management Plan, commissioned jointly by SNH and IRCT, in 2011 made the 
following comment on accommodation on the island: 
 
"During the 1980s it was not uncommon for 120 visitors to stay over a weekend; now indoor 
capacity for visitors is barely half of this figure." 
 
Since that report in 2011, the hostel within the castle closed and the provision of indoor 
accommodation has decreased still further. 
 
The Rum Visitor Management Plan also commented: 
 
"Gaining meaningful insights into Rum's remarkable landscapes and nature, and into island 
life past and present would provide a fascinating and highly memorable experience for many 
people.  Doing this within an environment of generous hospitality where the comfort of the 
visitor and the quality of their overall visitor experience is paramount would turn this into a 
genuinely world-class experience." 
 
It is not the intention to compete with current providers of accommodation on Rum, rather 
to complement existing businesses, through increasing the number of visitors staying for one 
or more nights on the island. 
 

5.3 Beneficiaries of Project  
Beneficiaries of the project include the following: 
 
Local Community 
Benefits for the local community are as follows: 

• employment opportunities 

• increase in the population through employment of individuals from out with the island, 
leading to a more sustainable population base on the island 

• increased numbers of visitors to the island, with subsidiary business opportunities locally 

• increased numbers will benefit existing businesses which are currently "just about 
managing" 
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Scottish Natural Heritage 
Assuming the asset transfer proceeds, SNH will be able to divest itself of the responsibilities 
associated with ownership of a Category-A listed building for which it has no operational 
need, and does not have the resources to maintain. 
 
Researchers, Students and School Parties 
The project will benefit researchers, students and school parties through: 

• provision of appropriate accommodation and educational facilities for them to visit the 
island 

• retention and restoration of an important heritage facility 

• greater understanding of the social history of the early Edwardian period 
 
Hillwalking, Rambling and Geology Groups 
Hill walking clubs and geology groups are particularly attracted to the island.  Currently, such 
groups have to book accommodation in the bunkhouse a year or more in advance, if they 
wish to stay on the island.  Most of these groups have more than 20 active members (20 
being the capacity of the existing bunkhouse), with the result that they cannot all be 
accommodated.  Couples taking part in such trips may wish to stay in double or twin rooms, 
but the lack of such accommodation (only one twin room is available in the bunkhouse) 
means that they have to sleep apart.  Meeting rooms could be provided in the castle for such 
groups who may wish to hold planning and organisational meetings to be held away from 
distractions and background noise.  
 
At the time of writing, the bunkhouse is fully booked over the summer months with geology 
students, thereby leaving the two-roomed B&B as the only indoor accommodation available 
for walkers. 
 
KCFA plans involve having much more flexible types of accommodation, providing twin, 
double, family and also some dormitory style rooms.  In addition, accommodation would be 
provided across a range of price brackets.  All of this would greatly widen the range of 
potential visitors of all ages. 
 
Rum, Small Isles, and West Highland Area 
The project will make a significant contribution towards the socio-economic development of 
the island of Rum, the Small Isles, and the wider West Highland area.  It will also improve the 
environmental impact through restoration of the very visible building which is in such a 
prominent position for all approaching the island. 
 
The benefits of the project are expanded on further in Section 6 Project Outcomes which 
follows. 
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6. Project Outcomes 
 

This section of the plan sets out the planned outcomes from the project in terms of: 
• outcomes for heritage 
• outcomes for people; and  
• outcomes for communities 

 

6.1 Outcomes for Heritage 
The project aims to rescue a historic heritage site from decay.  Planned outcomes of the 
project in terms of heritage are set out in the following paragraphs. 
 
The castle will be better managed.  Kinloch Castle has been on the Buildings At Risk register 
since 2004 and is a Category-A listed building. The contents in situ are equally valuable as 
the castle has been called the most complete example of an Edwardian shooting lodge that 
there is, with the exception of Balmoral. Specifically, the building will be occupied, staffed by 
a small management team, and used for both educational and tourist purposes.  Use of the 
building will breathe new life into it. It is currently unoccupied which means that the castle 
and contents are more at risk of greater damage by water ingress, by strong sunlight on the 
delicate fabrics, and by lack of ventilation.  
 
The castle will be in much better condition.  Currently there is water ingress, both from above 
and below, the latter from a problem with drainage which has been ongoing for some years.  
In particular, problems of water ingress will be resolved, the roof will be repaired, and the 
spread of dry rot at the very least halted.  Gutters and rainwater pipes will be regularly 
cleared, failure to do which has caused longstanding deterioration. Any further deterioration 
(which would be inevitable if the project did not proceed) will have been prevented. The 
proposed repairs will put the building on a strong footing for many years to come. 
 
The rare Orchestrion will be restored and will once more be able to be played. 
 
It is also intended to restore the Gazebo, squash courts and walled garden, as well as 
conserve and restore all other garden features.   
 
Heritage will be better interpreted and explained.  Hitherto the castle has not been widely 
marketed, nor have the considerable assets been adequately managed.  Actions necessary 
to market the castle to a wider section of the public will have the effect of ensuring that 
more people are aware of the island and the castle.  Talks and tours will be undertaken using 
an evidence-based, standardised script, rather than anecdote as has sometimes been the 
case in the past (the latter often seized upon in media coverage).  A guide leaflet will be 
produced, and there will be a new website created thus improving online information. There 
are many opportunities to further understanding of the role of the Victorian industrialists, 
such as the Bullough family, their effect on Scotland, and of the Bullough ownership of the 
island and castle and their place in the long history of the island.  
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Heritage will be identified and recorded.  Kinloch Castle is of very unusual construction. The 
restoration will give opportunity to investigate this more thoroughly, to document it and to 
demonstrate it to visitors. The fixtures and fittings represent a very clear period of time and 
are in general extremely well preserved.  All needs to be carefully recorded and further 
researched.   
 
Documentation of the contents will be undertaken.  The contents are of great importance.  
The castle gives the impression that the family left without taking any of the contents with 
them.  These contents are personal and are also evidence of having been collected during 
extensive foreign travel.  The places of origin of the various items would be identified and 
explained and thus increasing the understanding of the relevance of the items as well as the 
importance of such travel at that period.  The whole restoration process will be 
photographed and documented and made available either in written format, as part of the 
website, or both.  
 

6.2 Outcomes for People 
The project will inspire people, particularly young people, to learn and get involved with 
heritage, take up volunteer roles, develop skills, and create opportunities for an enjoyable 
day out. 
 
Disabled access on Rum needs considerable improvement and this will be addressed so that 
there will be disabled access to the castle.  The aim would be to work with the local 
community to provide better access from the ferry through to the castle and the village. 
 
There will be increased employment opportunities on Rum, both during the restoration work 
and ongoing within the castle.  In addition to new jobs within the castle, the increased visitor 
numbers will improve opportunities for new business ventures.  Another Ranger would 
greatly enlarge the opportunities for Ranger-led activities, and many other outdoor related 
businesses such as kayak/canoe hire, pony trekking etc. 
 
People will develop skills.  The project aims to involve the local community in the restoration 
project as much as possible. It will ensure that individuals will gain skills relevant to ensuring 
that heritage is looked after, managed, understood and shared.  The intention would be to 
encourage young people to become involved with the project, some in the capacity of 
volunteers, others in paid employment to carry out a range of tasks from developing 
"handyman" type skills to working as guides in the castle and conducting castle tours.  There 
is also the opportunity to upskill individuals utilising training by craftsmen in specialist trades 
including stained glass, stonework, plasterwork, furniture restoration, etc.  There is potential 
for colleges to use the castle and grounds for work experience for students, in e.g. the 
hospitality or horticultural sectors.  
 
The restoration of the walled garden will provide locally grown vegetables etc. for use in the 
castle bistro and for the local community.  The community currently use the walled garden 
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to a limited degree, and the intention would be to put this on a regular footing and extend 
the use. 
 
The greater publicity about the castle, and actions to generate increased tourism including a 
higher number of visitors to the castle, will contribute to an increase in learning about 
heritage.  Visitors can learn about the impact that the increased industrialisation of the 
Victorian period made on the income of a different class of people and that it in turn led to 
the building of properties such as Kinloch Castle as well as the provision of improved housing 
for the local community.  Better road and rail links gave rise to much more movement around 
the country and the rest of the world and this can be evidenced through the Bullough 
photograph albums currently in the castle library, which is no longer part of the castle tour. 
 
The leaders of industry such as the Bulloughs pioneered the use of technological innovations 
such as telegraph and hydroelectricity which are represented on Rum, and brought a distant 
Scottish island closer to the world.  The desire of the Victorians and Edwardians for high 
quality buildings and contents led to the growth of employment opportunities in a wide 
range of new specialities and again, this is amply demonstrated in the castle.  This again led 
to further employment opportunities and population movement with enlightenment to the 
world around them.  
 
Groups such as Chance 4 Change, who aim to help young people with challenging histories 
reach their potential, who are already bringing groups to Rum, can expand their projects.  
Contact has been made with Chance 4 Change who are of the view that a placement at the 
castle would present a great opportunity for young people at the end of the Chance 4 Change 
programme to gain valuable work experience, gain some independence, whilst also seeing 
and experiencing a new environment and community.  
 
School parties, some from inner city deprived areas, will be encouraged to visit to experience 
the wide variety of outdoor opportunities on Rum while being accommodated in the Castle 
Rooms – a truly magical experience for them.  While staying there, age and ability related 
activities will allow the children to explore and learn about the history of the castle and the 
family who built it as well as the many industrial and technical innovations which were 
introduced by the Bullough family. 
 
The Castle Rooms would allow scope for running courses and workshops on subjects 
including fieldwork studies, photography, painting and music workshops, bushcraft courses, 
wild foraging workshops, willow weaving, woodworking, metalworking and sculpture.   
 
There are many opportunities for outdoor activities such as canoeing, sailing, climbing, 
geology, etc. Activity based holidays for all in such subjects will be accommodated within the 
castle, enabling them to explore the wonderful wildlife that the Rum National Nature 
Reserve has to offer. 
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Activity holidays and volunteering challenges increase confidence in the participants giving 
a very positive reward in attitude.  
    
People will have changed their attitudes and behaviour as a result.  In particular, visits to the 
castle by school parties, and involvement of young people in the project, should help to 
foster a greater appreciation of heritage, and up-skilling of individuals.  It is important to 
understand that at different periods of time, different social mores pertained and this would 
be demonstrated by careful wording of displays and talks. 
  
People will have an enjoyable experience.  The aim is to provide a fun, interesting and 
rewarding experience, both for the casual tourist and also for young people getting involved 
to a greater degree in the project. 
 
People volunteering their time will find the experience rewarding.  The aspiration is that all 
volunteers associated with the project will have gained insights, skills and experience.  
Volunteers will gain satisfaction from seeing the impact of their efforts on the castle and the 
island as a whole. 
 

6.3 Outcomes for Communities 
The local economy will be boosted.  The increase in tourism to the island, from a combination 
of marketing activities and greater accommodation options, will provide the opportunities 
for the local community to grow existing businesses and to develop new enterprises.  
Opportunities will exist for islanders to be employed in the project and in the castle in future. 
 
The local community will be a better place to live, work and visit.  A restored castle will have 
a more attractive visual impact for those living on the island.  The addition of comfortable 
bistro/bar facilities will provide a space for the community to come together, acting as an 
improved environment for community interaction, and also a focus for meeting visitors to 
the island, whether groups or casual tourists.  The creation of Castle Room accommodation 
(to supplement the existing bunkhouse) will lead to more school and educational parties 
being able to visit the island for study purposes. 
 
The organisation will be more resilient.  KCFA will benefit from working increasingly in 
partnership with the IRCT and the local community.  The involvement of volunteers from a 
range of backgrounds will enhance capacity within the organisation, increasing management 
and staff skills.  KCFA will work in partnership with IRCT to share services, staff and resources. 
 
KCFA will have to adapt to provide for increased visitor numbers, all with differing 
expectations.  Feedback will be requested from visitors so that the castle/Rum experience 
can be adapted, as far as practicable, to meet visitors' aspirations. 
 
More people and a wider range of people will have engaged with heritage.  The wider 
publicity and marketing of the castle will lead to an increased number of visitors.  The 
provision of accommodation suitable for e.g. university and school parties, will lead to a 
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more diverse population being engaged with heritage than before.  Opportunities for 
volunteering will bring young people from a greater range of backgrounds into contact with 
a heritage project. 
 
Kinloch Castle was always at the forefront of innovation and the electricity supply is still 
provided by the hydro power which was installed by Sir George Bullough when he built the 
castle between 1897 and 1901. The hydro system usually generates ample for the needs of 
the community. Extra power will be provided by the installation of a wind turbine. There is 
currently no insulation in the castle and this will be rectified. The castle itself needs extensive 
rewiring and again that will yield a better rate than currently. The castle also needs to have 
the lead water pipes replaced.  Sewerage will be upgraded. Where ever possible there will 
be reuse of the very attractive original fittings. A further part of the project will be to put the 
original walled garden back into use. This will be of huge benefit to the entire community 
which lacks good quality land for food production.  
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7. Project Resources 
 

7.1 Staffing Resources 
It is planned to appoint the following staff to run the Castle Room accommodation and 
provide catering and bar facilities: 

• a manager and partner, who will manage and supervise the team of staff 

• a chef/cook 

• an accountant technician (part-time) 

• a handyman 
 

This core team of staff will be supplemented by temporary staff employed during the summer 
months and as necessary thereafter. 

 
In the longer term, it is intended to explore opportunities to franchise out the management 
of the castle. 
 

7.2 Partnership Working and Stakeholders 
The project will be delivered in partnership with many stakeholder groups, key amongst them 
being the local community and IRCT.  In addition, mindful of Rum's designation as a National 
Nature Reserve, all plans to increase footfall and maximise the opportunities offered by the 
natural attractions of the island will be discussed with SNH. Marine Harvest are also regarded 
as a key stakeholder, given the importance of the fish farm development in adding to the 
infrastructure of the island. 
 

7.3 Volunteer Resources 
In addition to the volunteer resource provided by members of KCFA, it is planned to use 
volunteers to work in the garden and grounds.  Liaison with the Chance 4 Change programme 
(which aims to help young people with challenging histories reach their potential) suggests 
that a placement at the castle would be a great opportunity for young people at the end of 
that programme to gain valuable work experience. 
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8. Project Costs 
 

8.1 Costs of Restoration  
The costs of restoration are set out in the report by Smith and Garratt, surveyors specialising 
in heritage projects.  The accompanying letter from A H Garratt states "Our report clearly 
shows the castle is in trouble, suffering from a number of serious issues.  Some of these result 
from the original construction and would have been defective or latent when the Isle of Rum 
passed to Scottish Natural Heritage sixty years ago, but others are more recent and ongoing, 
and are exacerbated by the building's current lack of a beneficial use".   The estimated total 
cost of restoration contained in the report is £7.88 million, and the report splits this into 
phases. The report is attached at Appendix 5. 

 
The report highlights the need to address the issue of water ingress as a priority, together 
with treatment of dry rot and roof and chimney repairs.  On the subject of water ingress the 
report states "The biggest problem at the property is caused by defective surface-water 
drainage.  It is essential that the sump at the back of the castle is drained by gravity - i.e. by a 
large diameter pipe to one of the nearby burns....Reliance on pumps has led to frequent 
flooding of the basement and, in turn, to massive and damaging condensation problems 
higher up the building."  

 
SNH has committed to addressing the issue of water ingress to the basement and also to 
install roof vents, prior to asset transfer. 

 
Following consideration of the report, Smith and Garratt were asked to prioritise the work, 
and Hugh Garratt has agreed to provide an itemised summary after recent consultation with 
SNH. 

 
The work contained in each phase is summarised in section 4 Description of the Project. 

 
The costs of the first phase (i.e. to address urgent issues and have the Castle Rooms 
operational) is estimated at around £2 million.   

 

8.2 Recurring Costs 
Recurring costs and estimated income are contained in Appendix 6.  The first column contains 
figures provided by SNH on actual income and expenditure in the year 2010.  The bottom line 
for 2010 shows an overall operating loss of just over £95K.  However, closer examination of 
the figures reveals that the maintenance costs contain a sum of £149.5K for roof repairs. 

 
The financial analysis is based on 14 standard double rooms being available to rent out in the 
financial year 2019-20, and on the bar/bistro facilities being operational.  An operating 
surplus of £28,862 is forecast.  For the subsequent year, the bed base remains stable, and 
the analysis shows an operating surplus of £33,756.  In 2020-21, a further 7 standard rooms 
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and 3 de-luxe rooms become available for rent, and the estimated operating surplus rises to 
£290.898. 
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9. Sources of Funds 
 

9.1  Funding to Accompany Asset Transfer 
During discussions on asset transfer, SNH recognise the need for upfront funding to address 
urgent repairs and to realise KCFA's vision of having the Castle Rooms element of the project 
up-and-running and generating income as soon as possible.  It has been indicated orally that 
a sum of £400K could be made available for that purpose. 

 

9.2  Appointment of a Fundraiser 
It is intended to appoint a professional fundraiser.  The fundraiser needs to be enthusiastic, 
committed, organised, flexible and have the right attitude. He/she will have to develop an 
appropriate strategy to raise the funds and have to make clear to funders: 

• What it is they want to do? 

• Why they want to do it and why it is important? 

• When they want to do it? 

• How they are going to do what they are going to do and how much it will cost? 

• Where it is going to happen? 

• Who it is for and who is involved in doing it? 
 

Each funding application will require a feasibility study to address the above points, tailored 
to each individual funding organisation. In this situation much of the basic work has already 
been undertaken and it will only be necessary for the fundraiser to update, collate and modify 
the available material.  
 
The fundraiser must identify the funders who are most appropriate for the project and which 
require the least effort in relation to the potential success and return. Proportionally the 
amount of effort in applying to a small trust to achieve a relatively small amount of funding 
can be the same as that required for an application to a larger funding organisation that will 
eventually offer a much higher level of grant. 
 

9.3 Application to Heritage Lottery Fund 
It is planned to submit an application to the Heritage Lottery Fund (HLF) to enable the Phase 
II works (described in para 4.3 above) to be undertaken.  It is understood that the process of 
making an application to HLF will take at least 18 months, and the requirement to have at 
least part of the building operational is the driver behind splitting the project into two distinct 
phases. HLF are aware of the project and have asked to be kept informed.  

 

9.4 Architectural Heritage Fund 
It is intended to submit bids to the Architectural Heritage Fund for a project viability grant 
(probably seeking funding for legal and accountancy advice on the governance model), and 
thereafter for project development funding. 
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9.5  Other Sources of Funding 
Other potential sources of funding are being explored including the following: 

• Dalrymple Donaldson Fund 

• The Dulverton Trust 

• Garfield Weston Foundation 

• The GC Gibson Charity 

• Heritage Conservation Trust 

• Hugh Fraser Foundation 

• The Pilgrim Trust 

• Robert Barr Charitable Trust 
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10. Marketing and Visitor Projections 
 

It is planned to use Rum's abundant wildlife, remoteness and natural attractions as the focus 
of the marketing effort, and to undertake marketing in association with the local community, 
in particular the Ranger service. 

 

10.1 Figures provided by Calmac on Small Isles Boarding and Landing 
Figures provided by Calmac on boarding and landing passengers on the Small Isles ferry from 
2004/05 to 2016/17 are attached as Appendix 7.  These show percentage growth in numbers 
of passengers landing on each of the islands from 2004/05 to 2016/17, ranging from 99% for 
Eigg, the island with the highest growth, to 29% for Rum, the island with the least growth. 

 
If Rum had achieved growth at the midpoint between the 2 islands with highest growth, i.e. 
85% growth, the passenger landing numbers on Rum would be 5,358, an increase of just 
under 1,500 from the 2016/17 actual figures for landing passengers. 

 

10.2 Organised Tours 
Information on numbers of visitors paying to participate in guided walks on the island has 
been provided by the Ranger (currently a part-time position).  A table showing take-up in 
2017 is outlined below. 
  

Adults Children 

Other walks 50 2 

Talks 139 33 

Calmac walk 106 4 

Eagle walk 38 0 

Seawatch 15 1 

Boat trip 43 14 

Total 391 54 

 
A programme of organised activities which would be led by the Ranger is set out below. 
 

• May/June/July: Orchids and Carnivorous Plants 

• May-September: Whales and Dolphins of the Hebrides 

• May/June: Eagles and Deer calves 

• October: The Rum Rut (this is listed in a Rough Guide of "must-do" tourist attractions 
in Britain) 

• All year round: Wild Foraging on Land and Seashore 

• April-September: Eiders and Divers 

• May-September: At sea with Shearwaters 

• Spring/Autumn: Redpolls and Redwings: Migratory Birds 
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On the basis of more accommodation being available, the Ranger estimates that night-time 
Manx Shearwater walks could attract 384 people, based on 2 night walks per week for 16 
weeks during May, June, July and August.  The October Rum Rut trips could attract 144 
people, based on 4 trips per week for 3 weeks. 

 
It is planned to investigate gaining an eco-tourism badge in order to provide eco-sensitive 
credentials. 

 

10.3    University and Study Groups 
University and college groups wishing to visit the island for a study trip are deterred by the 
lack of suitable accommodation.  The Bunkhouse Manager provided figures for groups of 20 
who wished to visit Rum but for whom he had no accommodation.  These show a total of 30 
groups of 20 people over a one year period for whom no suitable accommodation was 
available.  The minimum length of stay for such groups is 3 nights, with some seeking to stay 
for a 4 week period.  Quantification of this demand produces a range between 1,800 and 
16,800 bed nights. 
  

Groups of 20 Individual Beds Total  

April 9 46 226 

May 11 53 273 

June 5 41 141 

July 3 34 94 

August 2 31 71 

Total 30 205 805 

 
Contact will be made with educational organisations who previously used the castle hostel 
facilities to stimulate demand from this sector. 

 

10.4    Special Interest Groups, Clubs and Societies 
It is planned to market the island and the Castle Rooms to special interest groups, clubs and 
societies, in particular those interested in: 

• geology 

• archaeology 

• hill-walking and rambling 

• fishing, both hill-loch and sea fishing 

• bird-watching 

• botany 

• yachting 

• astronomy 

• geo-caching 
 
This will be done through articles in specialist magazine publications. 
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10.5    Heritage Restoration Sector 
The castle is of immense interest to those interested in heritage restoration projects, for 
example fabric and furniture restoration, and study groups on heritage projects. 

 

10.6    School Parties, War Veteran Organisations, etc. 
Accommodation will be made available for school parties, particularly for those from 
disadvantaged areas, war veterans organisations, those on the Chance 4 Change programme, 
and those seeking to complete the Duke of Edinburgh award scheme. 

 

10.7   Production of Leaflets and Posters 
Leaflets and posters will be produced and distributed to tourist information facilities and 
tourist accommodation (hotels, hostels, B&Bs and guest houses), as well as to local boat 
operators (Calmac, Arisaig Marine, the operator of the Bella Jane at Elgol on Skye and others).  
Contact will be made with the boat operators to encourage additional trips to Rum for castle 
tours, nature walks, etc. 

 

10.8   Liaison with Cruise Line Companies 
Cruise Scotland will be contacted to seek to have more cruise ships make a visit to Rum, in 
order that passengers will visit the island, take a castle tour, a nature walk, etc. 

 

10.9    Activities in Winter Months 
The castle will remain open during the winter months when demand is expected to reduce 
dramatically.  In order to generate income over winter months it is proposed to organise 
themed events, such as murder mystery weekends, musical soirees, arts and craft classes, 
etc. 
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11. Monitoring  
 

The following indicators will be carefully monitored to ensure that the project is delivering: 

• numbers of occupied bed nights 

• financial performance 

• numbers on tours of the castle museum rooms 

• increase in visitor numbers (using Calmac figures) 

• visitor satisfaction - surveys will be undertaken for those using the Castle facilities. 
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12. Risk Analysis 
 

In order to control costs and manage the expectations of stakeholders and investors with 
regards to the delivery of the benefits associated with this project, Risk Management and 
Mitigation for the project will be consciously and proportionately managed in accordance and 
compliance with the UK Treasury Green Book, with particular emphasis on Annex A5 (pages 
89 to 100) concerned with Uncertainty, Optimism Bias and Risk.  
 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_
data/file/685903/The_Green_Book.pdf 

 
Early financial cost estimates and the treatment of uncertainty and risk will be cognisant of 
the Green Book Supplementary Guidance.  
 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/green-book-supplementary-guidance-
valuing-infrastructure-spend/early-financial-cost-estimates-of-infrastructure-programmes-
and-projects-and-the-treatment-of-uncertainty-and-risk 
 
This project will be categorised as a ‘non-standard building project’ as defined in the Green 
Book and uncertainty, optimism bias and risk will be managed accordingly.   
 
Our approach will be to mirror good practice and this will involve:   

• identifying possible risks in advance 

• putting mechanisms in place to minimise the likelihood risks materialise with adverse 
effects 

• having processes in place to monitor risks and access reliable, up-to-date information 

• having the right balance of control in place to mitigate the adverse consequences of 
risks if they materialise 

• having decision making processes supported by a framework of risk analysis and 
evaluation 

• early consultation with stakeholders – experience suggests costs tend to increase as 
more requirements to mitigate risk are identified. Early consultation will help to 
identify what those requirements are and how they may be addressed 

• avoidance of irreversible decisions and a full assessment of costs, including the 
potential to delay decisions, allowing more time for the investigation of risks or 
alternative options 

• pilot studies – acquiring more information about risks affecting a project through 
pilots allows steps to be taken to mitigate risk or increase the benefits 
 

  

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/685903/The_Green_Book.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/685903/The_Green_Book.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/green-book-supplementary-guidance-valuing-infrastructure-spend/early-financial-cost-estimates-of-infrastructure-programmes-and-projects-and-the-treatment-of-uncertainty-and-risk
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/green-book-supplementary-guidance-valuing-infrastructure-spend/early-financial-cost-estimates-of-infrastructure-programmes-and-projects-and-the-treatment-of-uncertainty-and-risk
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/green-book-supplementary-guidance-valuing-infrastructure-spend/early-financial-cost-estimates-of-infrastructure-programmes-and-projects-and-the-treatment-of-uncertainty-and-risk
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In establishing these principles, it is understood that they are not there to account for the 
cost consequences of:  

• poor management of the project; or 

• early under-estimating caused by psychological (e.g. genuine optimism) or political / 
institutional issues 

 
These factors will be addressed through governance providing heightened scrutiny, 
transparency and accountability of the estimating processes and if necessary included in the 
management contingency. 
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